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Abstract:Future wireless communication systems are 

demanding a more flexible physical layer. GFDM is a 

block filteredmulticarrier modulation scheme 

proposed to add multiple degrees of freedom and to 

cover other waveforms ina single framework. This 

paper applies Walsh-Hadamardprecoding scheme to 

C-FBMC to exploit the frequency diversityin a 

multipath channel. The theoretical approximation for 

thebit error rate (BER) of the resultant scheme, 

abbreviated WHTC-FBMC, is derived. Its BER 

performance is also comparedto the performance of 

precoded GFDM. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Fifth generation (5G) networks will face new 

challenges that will require a higher level of 

flexibility fromthe physical layer (PHY). 3D and 4k 

video will pushthe throughput and spectral efficiency. 

Tactile Internet [1] will demand latencies at least one 

order of magnitude smaller than what fourth 

generation (4G) canachieve. Machine type 

communication (MTC) [2] willrequire loose 

synchronization, low power consumptionand a 

massive number of connections. Wireless Regional 

Area Network (WRAN) [3] needs to cover wideareas 

to provide Internet access in low populated regions. 

The future mobile networks must have a flexiblePHY 

to address several different scenarios.Generalized 

Frequency Division Multiplexing (GFDM)[4] is a 

recent waveform that can be engineered toaddress 

various use cases. GFDM arranges the datasymbols 

in a time-frequency grid, consisting of Msubsymbols 

and K subcarriers, and applies a circular prototype 

filter for each subcarrier. GFDM can beeasily 

configured to cover other waveforms, such as 

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 

(OFDM) [5]and Single Carrier Frequency Domain 

Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) [6] as corner cases. 

The subcarrierfiltering can reduce the out-of-band 

(OOB) emissions,control peak to average power ratio 

(PAPR) and allows dynamic spectrum allocation. 

GFDM, with itsblock-based structure, can reuse 

several solutions developed for OFDM, for instance, 

the concept of a cyclicprefix (CP) to avoid inter-

frame interference. Hence,frequency-domain 

equalization can be efficiently employed to combat 

the effects of multipath channelsprior to the 

demodulation process. With these features, GFDM 

can address the requirements of 5G networks.Filter-

bank multicarrier (FBMC) modulation is another 

candidate for 5G networks [6]. The key feature of 

this technique isto separate the complex data symbols 

into real and imaginaryparts, and introduce a π/2 

offset over consecutive real symbolson adjacent 

subcarriers and time slots. By this way, 

theorthogonality of subcarriers can be maintained in 

the real fieldwith pulse shapes being different from 

the rectangular window. 

Recently, [7] and [8] propose the use of cyclic prefix 

(CP) inFBMC to ease the equalization task at the 

receiver when operating over a FSC. In a CP-FBMC 

system, if the CP is directlyinserted to the front of the 

transmitted signal, the overheadcan be significantly 

high due to the linear convolution betweeninput data 

symbols and the prototype filter in each data 

block.This is because by using a transmit filter 

different from therectangular window, the linear 

convolution requires that thelength of CP 

accommodates the length of multipath channelplus 

the length of transmit filter to achieve free 

interblockinterference (IBI) [9]. To achieve free IBI 

without increasingthe length of CP, reference [8] 

replaces linear convolution usedin FBMC with a 

circular convolution, creating a new schemecalled 

circular FBMC (C-FBMC).Since C-FBMC is 

analogous to GFDM, several researchworks provide 

comparisons of the two techniques. Reference[10] 

compares C-FBMC with GFDM in terms of the bit 
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errorrate and implementation complexity over an 

AWGN channel.The authors conclude that GFDM 

and C-FBMC perform moreor less the same for small 

constellation sizes and when thenumber of symbols 

per packet is odd. As the constellationsize increases, 

C-FBMC performs significantly better thanGFDM. 

The authors in [8] provide extensive comparisons 

ofC-FBMC and other candidate waveforms for 5G. 

The paperalso proposes efficient implementations for 

the transceivers.However, to the best of the authors’ 

knowledge there isno study on precoding techniques 

for C-FBMC to harvestfrequency diversity in 

FSCs.This paper applies WHT to C-FBMC to 

improve its biterror rate (BER) performance over 

FSCs. In a FSC, theperformance of C-FBMC might 

be severely affected by afew bad subcarriers, which 

experience deep fade. To addressthis issue, an unitary 

precoder is widely used so that theinformation 

symbols are distributed on all subcarriers andthe 

information can still be recovered even when the 

channelseverely attenuates a subset of subcarriers. 

Among many typesof precoder, the WHT precoder is 

adopted in this paper sinceit has equal-magnitude 

elements and can be implemented withonly additions 

[9]. The theoretical approximation for the BERof the 

resultant scheme, WHT-C-FBMC, is derived. Its 

BERperformance is also compared to the 

performance of precodedGFDM. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The GFDM modulator and demodulator proposedin 

[4] require the complexity of the M-point DFT 

algorithm with additional K times complex 

multiplicationsover repeated chunks of M complex 

samples, resulting from a DFT operation. Even when 

the frequencyresponse of the demodulation filter is 

assumed to besparse, e.g. when roll-off is small and a 

ZF filter spanL can be smaller than the total number 

of subcarriers, the modem scheme presented in this 

paper isless complex than the solution proposed in 

[4]. Another obstacle for the implementation in [4] is 

that itis based M-point DFT operations and M is 

optimallychosen to be odd as shown in [18]. Hence, 

DFT of oddlength would need to be implemented 

which cannot beachieved by radix-2 FFT 

algorithms.Recently, an alternative formulation for 

low-complexityimplementation of GFDM modulators 

and demodulators was shown in [20]. The presented 

algorithm relieson a block-diagonalization of the 

transmitter and receiver matrix by using a block-DFT 

matrix, whichcan be easily implemented by means of 

the FFT. Theachieved complexity statistics in [20] 

are comparable tothe ones presented in the present 

paper. However, [20]relies on a specific structure of 

the transmitter andreceiver filters, such that the 

diagonalization can beemployed. Fortunately, at the 

receiver, this structureis obeyed for MF, ZF and 

MMSE receiver filters. However, the solution is not 

general in the sense that anyfilter at the receiver can 

be employed with the algorithm. 

III. METHOD OF SOLUTION 

In the proposed WHT-C-FBMC system, the 

informationsymbols are processed in blocks, each 

involving K subcarriersand M time slots. Let sk,m = 

sRk,m + jsIk,m be the complexQAM data symbol 

associated with the kth subcarrier and mthtime slot. 

To enable offset QAM (OQAM) modulation, the real 

and imaginary parts of a complex QAM symbol are 

separatedand arranged in a K×2M matrix as follows: 

 

 
 

         ………(1) 

 

The block diagram of the WHT-C-FBMC transmitter 

is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the K data streams 

inputs are the Krows of matrix A. This structure is 

basically the polyphasestructure presented in [8], 

except that a WHT precoder isapplied to the 

input.The WHT is applied for each column of A as 

 

  ̃        ………………….(2) 

 

where am is the mth column of A, WK is a K × K 

WalshHadamard matrix and a˜m is the m
th

 precoded 

column vector. 
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The polyphase structure [8] for the implementationof 

(5) as shown in Fig. 1 is the most efficientmethod and 

can be described clearly in matrix form. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Equivalent complex baseband WHT-C-FBMC 

system 

 

In this structure, bm is first transformed into the time 

domain by multiplying it with an inverse FFT matrix, 

FH K.Upsampling is performed by repeating the K× 

1 transformedvector M times with the KM×K matrix 

R. The resultedvector is pulse-shaped by point-wise 

multiplication with thecircularly shifted version of 

the prototype filter, which is Φmg 

 

An approach to demodulate data is described in Fig. 

1[8]. First, an equalizer S is applied to the received 

signaly to remove the effect of multipath 

interference. Then, theequalized vector is processed 

in dual to (7).To guarantee perfectreconstruction, in 

FBMC, the combined response of the transmit filter 

and received filter must be a Nyquist pulse [11]. 

Astandard square-root raise cosine (SRRC) filter 

fulfills such acondition and is widely employed for 

FBMC. More recently,[12] proves that a pulse 

satisfying the orthogonality conditionfor FBMC also 

satisfies the orthogonality condition for CFBMC. 

 

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

 

The main advantage of the precoding schemes 

presented in this section is that each subcarrier carries 

alinear combination of all data symbols from a given 

subsymbol. This procedure spreads the 

informationover all subcarriers, allowing the receiver 

to exploitfrequency diversity. Since the columns and 

rows ofthe precoding matrices are orthogonal to each 

other,the data symbols can be recovered on the 

receiverside without self-interference introduced by 

the precoding operation. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

To improve the BER performance of C-FBMC in a 

FSC, thispaper studies a precoded version of C-

FBMC, called WHTC-FBMC, which uses the unitary 

Walsh-Hadamardprecodingmatrix. WHT-C-FBMC 

exploits the frequency diversity byaveraging the SNR 

output over all subcarriers. A 

theoreticalapproximation for the BER of WHT-C-

FBMC has also beenas long as, which depends on the 

filter coefficients and channelgains. 
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